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ABSTRAC
A
CT
This pap
per examiness the curren
nt state of statutes in t he United S
States as theey relate to cyberharassmeent in the co
ontext of “rev
venge porn”. Revenge p
porn refers too websites w
which cater to those
wishing to
t exploit, harass,
h
or ottherwise anttagonize theeir ex partneers using poornographic images
and videeos which were
w
obtained
d during their relationsships. The paper prov
vides examplles and
illustratio
ons as welll as a sum
mmary of cu
urrent statu
utes in the United Sttates. The paper
additiona
ally explorees some of the variou
us legal rem
medies avaiilable to v
victims of rrevenge
pornogra
aphy.
Keyworrds: cyber-ha
arassment, cyber-bullyin
c
ng, revenge p
pornography
y, legal statu
utes, cyber-crrime

INTRO
ODUCT
TION
Currently
y, according
g the Center for Diseease
Control surveys, 48% of American marria
ages
This doesn’t
end in divorce [2].
d
inclu
ude
breakupss, splits, departures, and other
happenin
ngs which occur in non-formalizzed
relationsh
hips amon
ng adults and min
nors
througho
out the courrse of one’ss life. Alm
most
every hu
uman at som
me point in their life will
w
experiencce a relatio
onship which
h fails. This
T
may include an infattuation, lovee affair, or any
a
other sorrt of involveement with another
a
hum
man
being.
When these
t
separrations occcur,
individua
als on both sides
s
may ex
xperience an
nger
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hostility whiich can even
n result in v
violence
and h
and oother manifeestations. C
Cyber-bullying and
cyberr-harassmentt may be defined as:
…
…acts of aaggression th
hrough com
mputers,
cell pphones, and other electro
onic devices [3].
G
Given that th
he CDC stu
udy [4] produ
uced 20
persoons per min
nute who weere the victtims of
intim
mate partnerr violence, iit seems to follow
that cyber harasssment is likeely to exceed
d those
levelss of violent acts as th
he perceived
d harm
from posting illiicit images and video should
not b
be as great.
T
This paper ffocuses on a specific example
and aas such has some limitaation in attempting
P
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al response to
t
to create a general model of lega
such even
nts.
In addition, while som
me
discussion in the paperr is dedicated
d to handlin
ng
of evidencee and best practice, we would alsso
like to refeer the readeer to additio
onal resourcees
such as the
t
Nationa
al Institute for Justicce
guides [32]][33], and the United States
S
Secreet
Service guiide [34] which contain common
c
besst
practice gu
uidelines for the reader and attorneey
as they beg
gin to consid
der such casees.

simply introduce the reader to the areaa and
ple which m
may be used as a
providee an examp
startingg point to develop guideelines.

The ob
bjective of th
he paper is to introduce a
specific sceenario and some
s
suggessted terms in
i
dealing with that scen
nario which may inspirre
future reseearch and or
o thinking by the lega
al
community
y on mech
hanisms witth which to
t
approach these
t
sorts of
o cases as they
t
increasse
in number across the world.
w
The focus of thiis
work is in
n the area of
o revenge pornography
y,
which thee paper deffines, and subsequentlly
provides some
s
strateegy for the reader in
i
attempting
g to deal witth the respon
nse to this in
i
both foren
nsic and lega
al terms. The
T
reader is
i
also introd
duced to va
arious legal statutes an
nd
case law which
w
may provide a starting poin
nt
for responsse to a partiicular client experiencin
ng
this issue.

Th e dissemin
nation or posting sexxually
explicitt media w
without the consent off the
individdual in the m
media, particularly wherre the
intent is to shamee, humiliate, and frighteen the
person or otherwisse cause them
m harm.

ullying, an
nd
Cyber-harassment, cyber-bu
ornography are
a constantlly growing as
a
revenge po
threats to both adultss and children. As both
individualss and instittutions atteempt to fin
nd
legal meth
hods to resp
pond to theese horrifyin
ng
scenarios, it will requ
uire flexibilitty and adep
pt
strategy to
o maneuver amongst th
he incrediblly
fluid naturre of web design,
d
intern
net behaviorr,
and crimin
nal creativity
y.

Lee is an educateed, 24-year-old employeed in
the bu siness sectorr. During th
he past yearr, Lee
was in a relationsh
hip with an intimate parrtner,
Ex. L
Lee recently ended the relationship with
nd that Ex
Ex bu
ut then foun
x was less than
amicab
ble about thee split.

All of these beha
aviors, inclu
uding trollin
ng
are continu
ually rising with
w
increasiing use of th
he
internet and the dev
velopment of
o ever morre
sophisticated web preesences [29]. Attorneyss,
private inv
vestigators, and forensiic examinerss,
not to meention law enforcement will see a
continual rise in casees requiring attention in
i
this realm.. This papeer, while certainly not a
complete primer
p
on the
t
matter, attempts to
t
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W
WHAT
T IS RE
EVENGE
PORN
NOGRA
APHY?
?
We deefine revengge pornograp
phy, which may
also bee called “invooluntary” or “non-consen
nsual|
pornoggraphy, as:

Acccording to the Cybeer Civil R
Rights
Initiatiive (CCRI), one in ten ex-partners have
threateened to expoose risqué p
photos of theeir ex
on linee. Sixty perccent of thosee who threattened
to exp
pose photos actually ffollowed thrrough
with t heir threatss. Those p
people that post
photos of their ex’s also post identiifying
informaation on rev
venge porn sites resulting in
harassm
ment for thee victims in tthe photos [55].

THE C
CASE O
OF “LEE
E”

Wh
hile the relattionship wass still viablee, Lee
elected
d to send thrree provocatiive “selfie” photos
which involved n
nudity to E
Ex. Yesterdaay at
work, L
Lee received
d an e mail ffrom an unk
known
sender.. The send
der referenceed photos of Lee
1
on “sh
hameyourex.ccom” and made degrading
1

T
This is inten
nded to reprresent a ficttitious
revengee pornograph
hy site and
d should noot be
assumed
d to represen
nt any curren
nt or future siite by
this naame.
As of this wrriting, the name
shameyyourex.com waas not an actu
ual site.
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and insu
ulting remark
ks towards Lee. Shock
ked,
Lee foun
nd a momen
nt of privaccy to find the
website mentioned and confirm
med the th
hree
photos Lee
L
had seent to Ex during th
heir
relationsh
hip were no
ow posted on
n the site with
w
Lee’s fulll name, wo
ork e-mail address,
a
and
d a
request that viewers contact and
d shame Lee.
That night otheer e-mails began to arrrive
known sendeers with sim
milar disturb
bing
from unk
content referenced from the website.
w
Most
M
disturbin
ng, however, was a phon
ne call from one
o
of Lee’s co-workers. The co-w
worker told Lee
L
that he had
h received
d a strange e-mail from an
unknown
n sender th
hat referred
d him to the
website and
a
advised him to review the pho
otos
of Lee ca
arefully. Th
he co-worker wanted Leee to
know in case others at work were receiv
ving
similar e--mails.
At this point, Lee is distraug
ght,
embarrasssed, angry and scared.. In additiion,
Lee is wo
orried others at work may
m be notiffied
and that these eventts may impa
act Lee’s sta
atus
with the employer in
n a detrimen
ntal way. Lee
L
then callss in sick to work
w
the nex
xt day in hopes
of finding
g some mea
ans to correcct this probllem
before it causes irreparable harm
m.
T
leads to several key questions:
1. This
2. How
H
does Lee remove orr have remov
ved
th
he photos fro
om the web site?
3. What,
W
if anytthing, should
d Lee do abo
out
Ex?
E
4. What
W
are Leee’s options under
u
the leegal
sy
ystem to add
dress this ma
atter?
This paper attem
mpts to prov
vide a starting
point for individuals to answer these
t
questio
ons.
It is esseential that the
t reader understand
u
this
t
is NOT to
t be constru
ued as legal advice and not
n
intended
to
forrm
an
attorney-client
relationsh
hip with an
ny reader. Any reader in
need of legal of adv
vice in this matter should
contact an attorn
ney within
n their lo
ocal
jurisdiction to obtain
n legal advicee.

© 2016 ADFSL
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THE F
FIRST S
STEPS IN
L
LEE’S C
CASE
P
Physical S
Security
The first step iis to determ
mine if Leee is in
dangeer from the postin
ng on thee site.
Depeending upon
n what identtifying inforrmation
is poosted on thee website, ph
hysical safetty may
be a real concern
n. Lee’s worrk informatiion was
posteed and the aaddress can be found eaasily by
lookin
ng up the b
business. Upon receipt of any
threaatening e-maail in this m
matter, Lee should
contaact the locall police and specifically ask for
the ccomputer crrimes unit if such an entity
existss in that loccale. Compu
uter crimes officers
typiccally have a greater know
wledge of th
his issue
and m
may be bettter able to advise on th
he best
coursse of action to preservee Lee’s safeety and
may have advicce on dealin
ng with thee other
issuess involved. Likewise, du
ue to the naature of
the liisting, buildiing and orgaanizational ssecurity
(corp
porate securiity) should b
be advised in
n order
to op
perate with increased vigilance. M
Much as
in th
he case with domestic viiolence, Lee should
take different rou
utes to and from work, p
park in
well llighted, welll trafficked, areas and aattempt
to staay with grou
ups of peoplee rather than
n being
alonee. A budd
dy system h
has been used by
manyy employees who work odd hours or late
shiftss, and obv
viously, victims of doomestic
violen
nce, to escorrt each otheer to their v
vehicles.
In th
his system, oone person d
drives the other to
their transportaation and stays nearby
y until
they are both safely on their way.
This
ensurres there aree always at least two p
persons
preseent. Individ
duals should always take great
care when ap
pproaching parked vehicles,
especcially if they are carry
ying objects which
imped
de their ab
bility to fleee or fightt back.
Theree are numeerous person
nal apps forr smart
phon es (such as Circle 911)) which may
y allow
for raapid responsse in emergency which should
also b
be explored.

P
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A seccond meassure may involve a
restraining
g order. Thiis type of req
quest may be
b
made at th
he local cou
urthouse and
d will requirre
concern ab
bout physica
al harm fro
om Ex to be
b
expressed to
t the court.. Due to thee relationshiip
with Ex, Lee may qualify
q
for a restrainin
ng
order that would proteect Lee from
m any contacct
with Ex. Different jurisdictions have
h
differen
nt
rules abou
ut restrainin
ng orders but
b
in som
me
states, Lee may be ablle to receive a restrainin
ng
order for a year or mo
ore. If Lee does not feeel
in physicall danger fro
om Ex, it iss still best to
t
avoid conttact with Ex
x prior to ta
alking with a
professiona
al on this matter as con
ntact with Ex
E
will only encourage Ex
E and likeely result in
i
further com
mplications or escalate the situatio
on
into one off physical da
anger.

violatioon of the ord
der. Violatioons may resu
ult in
a new ccriminal chaarge.
In aaddition to prohibiting contact, a p
person
with th
he protection
n of a restraaining order or no
contactt order may
y also ask that the allleged
abuser forfeit all firearms to the local p
police
departm
ment. Und
der federal law, any p
person
with an
n order of p
protection aggainst them
m may
not b
be in posssession of a firearm
m or
ammun
nition. Violaation of 188 U.S.C. Seection
922 (gg) (8) [17] iis punishablle by up too ten
years iimprisonmen
nt. A persoon requestin
ng an
order oof protection
n against soomeone know
wn to
have fiirearms shou
uld alert th
he judge in their
applicaation. A jud
dge can then
n make the order
to turn
n over firearm
ms immediattely.

Preser
ervation of Evidenc
ce

State law determin
nes the proccess by whicch
a person can apply for and be granted a
Temporary
y Restraining Orders (TRO) or
o
Individual state
Order of Protection.
P
s
statutees
express th
he legal requ
uirements and
a
thresholld
for obtain
ning the order,
o
typess or orderrs
available, length of tiime an ordeer may be in
i
effect and how an ordeer is enforced
d.

One off the criticall elements in
n Lee’s case is to
ensure that theree is evidencce of the aaction
before attempting to get it reemoved from
m the
site. L
Lee should aact to preserrve this evid
dence
from b
both the sitee and the eemails relateed to
the sitee. In order to best do tthis, several steps
should be taken by
y Lee:

RO or order of protectio
on is a lega
al
“A TR
order issueed under sttate law tha
at requires a
person to cease conta
act with an
nother or be
b
subject to
o legal pena
alty or con
nsequence” as
a
defined by womenslaw.org.

y e-mail whiich is
Priint out a coopy of every
ment the daate and timee this
receiveed and docum
was received
d. If possible, turn on
n the
email w
option to see the email head
ders and in
nclude
those w
with the prin
nted materiaals.

nslaw.org [3
31] indicatees all statees
Women
“permit the court to order
o
the ab
buser to sto
op
hurting or
o
threatening” (ano
other). Th
he
majority of
o state orrders “also instruct th
he
abuser to stay away from you, your homee,
your work
kplace or yo
our school. (stay awa
ay
provisions))”.

Priint out the pictures frrom the weebsite
into pd
df format aand document the datee and
time. This may aalso be done with screen
nshots
or eveen video off the websiite live usiing a
separatte camera.

Many state
s
statutees also inclu
ude provision
ns
for a cou
urt to orderr a “no co
ontact orderr”
against th
he abuser. Under a “no contactt”
provision courts typiically definee contact as
a
ANY direect or ind
direct conta
act, whetheer
positive or negative in nature as a direcct

Page 82

An even betteer approach is to use a tool
which will capturre the entirre website w
which
would include htm
ml, php, cgi, aand other daata in
its entiirety. Tools such as W
Web Preserver [6]
or Pagge Vault [77] and otheers can be used.
Produccts like th
his can be expensive and
searchiing through
h these professional level
produccts may be beyond the ability of m
many

© 2016 AD
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victims but professional legal consultation or
private investigators may be able to assist with
the preservation of this type of evidence.
Note:
This is not an endorsement or
recommendation to use these tools but simply
examples of tools which may be used.
In all cases, the entire page and as much
information (metadata) about the page as can
be reasonably obtained should be documented
with date and time. All this information
2
should be stored in a safe place, offline .
Forensic methodology also exists which can
be utilized to preserve evidence in these cases.
Tools such as Aspinwall’s review of tools which
provides extensive guidance on the material
and metadata which may be obtained from
this type of acquisition using common tools [1].
Tools such as Magnet [28] or even the use of a
3
manual scroll can be effective in forensic
acquisition. Manual scrolls can be effective
and can be used to capture metadata for sites
using the view source options on most web
browsers. Even such options such as the Way
Back Machine [29] can provide both archives of
removed sites as well as API tools for the
development of scripting tools which may be
able to extract both website data and
metadata for forensic examination.
As was indicated, the capture and
preservation of the evidence in as forensically
sound method as possible should be
undertaken as soon as evidence becomes
2

Offline storage preserves the evidence in case
the computer being used is compromised or
accessible by others who may wish to delete or
modify this information. Burning the information
to DVD or other long lasting media and storing it
in a safety deposit box or at least at another site is
a recommendation.
3

Manual scroll refers to the forensic technique
of using a video camera and documenting a screen
or collection of evidence by walking through it with
explanations.

© 2016 ADFSL
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known. It is important that dates and times of
the acquisition as well as any metadata dates
and times which may be obtained are
preserved and documented. If possible, private
investigation services should be retained to
capture this information forensically due to
state statute requirements for private
investigation licensing of forensic investigation
in certain locales in the United States [26].
Obviously, a great deal of this depends on
the viability of the website (viz. commercial vs.
homemade) type web presences which can
create difficult legal positions for the
presentation of obscure, difficult to document
items. In addition, the ability of users to
create
anonymous
handles
and
other
obfuscation techniques lead this to a rapidly
developing complication in the law. So-called
Section 127 cases in the United Kingdom are
steadily rising [30] and as such readers may
wish to refer to case law in this area which
references methods to discover the identities of
website posters in the trolling cases there.
Much like the preservation of mobile device
data, the most important aspects here are the
documentation of the website itself with the
material present and the date and time of the
observation which may imply that at the very
least the manual scroll method may be
advocated as the first approach and the use of
sophisticated tools for the collection of both
the visual page, the underlying source code,
and subsequent metadata as a second
approach. Regardless, in all these cases, time
is of the essence in the preservation of evidence
in the dynamic environment of the internet.
In the legal sense, the use of and
authentication of evidence at trial presents
some obstacles to overcome. There needs to be
a showing that 1) The defendant made the
actual threat of posting and or disseminating
the compromising photos, (either verbally,
through an electronic transmission, i.e. email,
text); 2) If the photos where posted on a
Page 83
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particular site it has to be shown that it was
the defendant who transmitted and posted the
photos; 3) The posting was done without the
victims consent; and 4) The act must be
motivated by the intent to intimidate,
humiliate, threaten or frighten the victim. In a
civil law suit, proof of damages is required (i.e.
a cause of action for Intentional Infliction of
Emotional Distress). For example, proof that
the threatening email originated from a
particular IP address indicates the origin of the
transmission but cannot be tied directly to the
sender. Then there is the issue of how many
parties had access to the posted photos making
the “travel of the posting” difficult to follow
and pinpoint the origin. In short, the issue
authentication of the evidence at a trial (civil
or criminal) may be problematic. Under the
Federal Rules of Evidence in order to
adequately authenticate the evidence, the
proponent must make an evidentiary showing
“sufficient to support a finding that the matter
in question is what its proponent claims.” [18].
In authenticating electronic evidence such as
emails, the proponent’s witness need not have
special training but rather demonstrate
sufficient knowledge that supports the evidence
is what it purports it to be. However, expert
testimony may add “weight” to the offered
evidence. Even if the “authorship” cannot be
directly
proven,
courts
may
consider
circumstantial evidence as part of the
authentication process as provided for in
Federal Rules of Evidence 901(b)(4) [19] which
allows for … “Distinctive characteristics and
the like. Appearance, contents, substance,
internal patterns, or other distinctive
characteristics, taken in conjunction with
circumstances”. In this context. things such as
comparison of other emails sent by the subject
(defendant) comparing the style, use of unique
information or terms known by or used by the
subject, or other “markers” linking the
transmission to the subject may suffice for
authentication purposes. Challenges typically
Page 84

come from the proper chain of custody and
whether there was opportunity to “tamper”
with the digital images and whether the images
were modified even prior to its acquisition.
Hashes, in the case of dynamic web sites, may
be difficult to support and may lead to more
questions than answers. As was discussed
earlier, care should be taken to copiously
document the method by which the evidence
was acquired, stored and handled, especially in
manual scrolls. In a criminal trial an even
finer standard is applied to the preservation of
evidence and spoliation of criminal evidence is
a common claim when dealing with this sort of
digital evidence, regardless of the level of car.
Particular care should be taken if the digital
evidence was provided by a civilian such that
an agency relationship did not exist prior to
the civilian providing the evidence to law
enforcement and as we discussed, it may be
necessary to ensure that a licensed private
investigator was used for this acquisition
dependent upon the locale [26]. Additionally,
if the civilian is determined to be acting as an
agent for law enforcement, the seizure could
have Fourth Amendment implications in a
criminal prosecution.
In the end, the
possibility of alteration of digital evidence is
not enough to exclude digital evidence but
rather goes to the weight of evidence at trial
[31]. Subsequently, it is important to show the
likelihood of alteration is unlikely as with
common digital forensics procedure.
In the case of web-site authentication, it is
important to note that they are not “selfauthenticating”. Due to the diverse nature of
web sites and their manner of operation, a
court will typically require the testimony of
someone with specific knowledge of the website such as the web master or such other
person familiar with the sites appearance or
image.
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Removall of Media
a from th
he
Website
W
In Lee’s case,
c
the photos taken were
w
considered
“selfies”. The idea of a “selfie” is importa
ant
because as
a the “takerr” of the pho
otos, Lee would
also be considered the owner of the ima
ages
under current
c
cop
pyright law
w.
Current
copyrightt law proteects any oriiginal work of
authorship including
g photos [8]. Thus, as the
owner, Lee has the right to requ
uest the webssite
remove Lee’s
L
photoss as they were
w
posted by
Ex, with
hout Lee’s peermission. In order to do
this, Leee would usee the Digittal Millennium
Copyrigh
ht Act [DM
MCA] “Take--Down Notiice”
[9]. The notice
n
will reequire:
•

Lee as th
he owner off the copyrig
ght
to state his
h or her nam
me

•

A statemeent that thee postings were
w
made with
hout proper authorizatio
on

•

Lee’s signature and links to the
improper postings.

meyourex.com
m is notiffied
Once www.sham
otos were po
osted on th
he site witho
out
that pho
the consent of the owner of th
he photos, the
website is on notice to
t take the photos
p
down
n or
be in vio
olation of federal
f
copyright law [1
10].
Websitess like www.sshameyourex
x.com that are
considereed “Internet Service Prov
viders” or ISP’s
that com
mply with DMCA
D
Take Down notiices
are not liable
l
for copyright violations [11]. To
avoid legal liability
y, ISP’s mu
ust providee a
mechanissm to copyrright ownerrs to notify of
alleged copyright
c
vio
olations and
d the ISP must
m
respond accordingly to notificatiions [10]. Heere,
that mea
ans removin
ng the threee pictures frrom
the site.
There arre even sites that prov
vide
“badging”” indicators that the sitee complies with
w
the DMC
CA.
Unforrtunately, ev
ven if Lee is
i successful at
having the photos removed
r
from
m the website,
links to the
t photos may
m still com
me up throu
ugh
internet search en
ngines. To combat this
t

© 2016 ADFSL
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probllem, Lee may need to contacct the
indivvidual search
h engines an
nd request rremoval
of thee improper llinks [12].

Whack a Mole
An aadditional ccomplication
n for Lee is the
probllem of “wh
hack a moole”.
Thiss is a
childrren’s arcadee game wheere a small animal
stickss its head oout of a holee and is hit with a
malleet. When itt is struck, the head vanishes
and rreappears soomewhere else which leeads us
to on
ne of the moore difficult componentss of the
intern
net.
Sitess like www
w.shameyourrex.com
often
n allow for downloadingg of images which
appeaal to their v
viewers (or for other reeasons).
Thesee images m
may be wattermarked oor not.
Userss of the ssite may b
be rewarded
d with
“poin
nts” for uploaading imagess and mediaa to the
site. Typically, points are ggiven by thee image
or byy the size of the media. These poin
nts may
then be expended
d on downlooads. In thiis light,
users often creatte large colllections of images
which
h they can subsequently
y use to uplload to
otherr similar sittes and earn
n credits th
here for
their collection. As it is n
not uncomm
mon for
sites to verify files by hashes (to ensurre they
are n
not already uploaded), users may modify
the iimages in soome small w
way to chan
nge the
hash and make th
he image ap
ppear unique. So, a
user may see thee same image of “Lee” lissted on
a diffferent site aas “Angel”. T
This means that it
may be exceed
dingly difficult, despitte the
DMC
CA, to add
dress the issue as a p
popular
imagee spreads across man
ny sites.
D
Despite
curreent trends aand statutes targeting rrevenge
porn sites, many
y other sites are used in this
way as well sin
nce they too grant download
creditts for uploaading imagees. Amateu
ur porn
type sites are a common aapproach. D
Despite
this n
no longer beeing “revengee” pornograp
phy per
se, itt may have a similar efffect on the victim
when
n an image th
hought remooved resurfacces.
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LE
EE’S NE
EXT ST
TEPS
So, the firrst steps in this processs are covereed
but the da
amage may not cease. In fact, Ex
E
may proceeed to upload the pho
otos again as
a
soon as they are rem
moved and the processs
starts over.
ns are then available to
t
What legal option
t
questio
on depends in
i
Lee? The answer to that
he state in which Lee resides. Leee
part on th
should firstt find a com
mpetent attorrney to begiin
to determ
mine legal options. To
T
find an
a
attorney, Lee
L can con
ntact the local state ba
ar
association
n. Because “revenge
“
porrn” is still a
new area of
o the law, there may no
ot listings fo
or
lawyers un
nder this listiing. Lee can
n also ask fo
or
lawyers tha
at handle do
omestic violeence cases fo
or
victims orr civil atto
orneys that handle torrt
cases.
Could Lee sue ww
ww.shameyo
ourex.com fo
or
posting pictures
p
of Lee with
hout propeer
permission? While this area of th
he law is stiill
new and evolving,
e
thee answer is likely no. If
I
the websitte is consideered an Inteernet Servicce
Provider (ISP), the Communicati
C
ions Decenccy
Act may be applicab
ble. Section
n 230 of th
he
CDA speciifically says that websittes cannot be
b
held liablee for certain
n claims tha
at arise from
m
content published,
p
disseminated
d or mad
de
available by
b a third party
p
[13]. In Lee’s casee,
pictures weere posted by Ex, a third
d party.
Can a copyright in
nfringement violation fo
or
posting pictures witho
out Lee’s permission
p
be
b
filed? Th
he act of violating thee rights of a
copyright owner is by definitio
on copyrigh
ht
infringemen
nt [10]. Th
hat being said, if th
he
website iss considereed an inteernet servicce
provider [ISP],
[
it wiill likely usse the CDA
A
section 230
0 as immunitty from lega
al liability. If
I
the websitee is not con
nsidered an ISP,
I
or if th
he
website do
oes not comp
ply with the DMCA tak
ke
down noticce, then it may
m not be immune
i
from
m
liability an
nd a suit for copyright infringemen
nt
may be viable
v
[15]. If Lee can
n successfullly
Page 86

ment lawsuitt, Lee
maintaain a copyrigght infringem
can assk the courrt for damages as weell as
attorneey fees [16].
Is it possible for Ex to be arrested
d for
violatioon of any criminal laws?
M
Maybe.
Again, the answer to this queestion depend
ds on
the staate in which Lee and EX
X reside. Id
deally,
Lee livees in a statee with a law that criminalizes
the acct of postting Lee’s photo witthout
permisssion and iill intention
n, known as a
“Reven
nge Porn laaw.” As moore people come
forward
d reporting these kinds of acts, sstates
are passsing statutees to criminaalize the beh
havior
and hoold offenderss accountablle. [see Tab
ble 1:
State S
Statutes pp. 93].
Ab sent a reven
nge porn law
w in Lee’s staate of
residen
nce, other criminal laws may
y be
applicaable such ass stalking, v
voyeurism, ffraud,
and criiminal invassion of privaacy, howeverr, if is
often difficult to get policee departmen
nt to
charge these crimees absent a rrevenge porn
n law
or offi cers well trrained in ccomputer crrimes.
Not alll police entiities have officers trained to
investiggate crimes which takee place over the
interneet, making detectives in a computer
crimes unit most eequipped to understand Lee’s
case. Iff Lee’s statee does not h
have a computer
crimes unit in th
he police d
department or a
revengee porn law, Lee may cconsider speaking
to thee Departmen
nt of Attorrney Generaal or
Districtt Attorney. Criminal Prosecutors are
well veersed in the language off their state laws
and m
may be able to direct th
he police hoow to
charge Ex with a ccrime. (see aalso, Sec. 6.00, pp.
87).
Lee’s curren
nt employm
ment is impaacted,
If L
can Leee bring suitt against E
Ex? Lee maay be
able t o bring a civil suit for defamaation,
invasioon of privaccy, intentioonal inflictioon of
emotio nal distresss or negligeent inflictioon of
emotio nal distresss under L
Lee’s state law.
While these suits are not crim
minal, Lee could
sue forr money dam
mages and in
n some casess also
ask forr attorney fees if succcessful. How
wever,
© 2016 AD
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like any lawsuit, it would be a costly venture
for Lee to
o hire an atttorney and bring
b
a law suit
s
without any
a security as to the ou
utcome.
Whatt if Ex lives in anotheer State? If a
case crossses state lin
nes or if federal crimes are
applicablle, Lee’s casse may be best
b
handled
d at
the fedeeral level.
Copyrigh
ht crimes are
violations of federall law as aree other crim
mes
that crosss state linees. To find out, Lee can
c
contact the
t local fedeeral authoritty in his or her
jurisdiction or reach out to the Internet Criime
Complain
nt Center.

OT
THER APPRO
A
OACHE
ES
Dependin
ng upon ho
ow tightly the statute is
drafted in any particular state, Lee may ha
ave
approach
hes which may be used
u
such as
harassmeent, expecttation of privacy, or
dissemina
ation of unla
awfully captu
ured images.

Harassme
H
ent
Many sta
ates that ha
ave “revengee porn” statues
classify the offense under
u
“Harasssment” statues
making itt a crime to disseminatee compromissing
photos where
w
the offender
o
did
d so with the
“with in
ntent to harass or annoy
a
another
person” [20]
[
[21], “with the purp
pose to hara
ass,
frighten, intimidate, threaten, orr abuse another
person,” (Emphasis added).
a
Statues such ass in
Florida look to a result orieented outco
ome
where th
he intent of the tran
nsmission and
a
dissemina
ation is to cause “emottional distress”.
[22]
In efffect, if the offender does not do so
with the requisite in
ntent stated
d in the in the
aforemen
ntioned hara
assment lawss and asserts a
defense that
t
this wa
as done rath
her as a “Jok
ke”,
accident or some oth
her non-hara
assment related
motive, then
t
these sttatutes will not likely heelp.
The burd
den of proof becomes on
ne of showing a
pattern and
a intent to
o harass whiich may not be
apparent if the act is a “one offf” transmisssion
without any indicia
a of intent to harass the
victim. In
I many casses, however the ex-partner
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usuallly manifestss ill will und
der highly ccharged
emot ional conditions makingg it less likely there
would
d be little too no circumsstantial evid
dence of
the in
ntent of the offender.

Exp
pectation of Privac
cy
Possiibly, one off the more difficult thiings to
show
w is that thee victim had
d an expectaation of
privaacy with the transmitted
der the
d images und
statu
ute. Underr the expecctation of p
privacy
analyysis standard
d in Fourth
h Amendment, the
courtts have lookeed at:
•

Whether a person
n has exhibiited an
actuall expectation
n of privacy

•

Whether the expeectation is on
ne that
society recognizees as “reasoonable.”
[23].

T
The court in
ndicates wheen a person claims
an exxpectation oof privacy an
nd then shaares the
persoonal informaation with a third party, that
persoon has a dramatically d
diminished, if any,
privaacy expectation as to the shared
inform
mation. Of course, thiss analysis rellates to
goverrnment actiivity in usurping a ccitizen’s
indivvidual privaccy in the con
ntext of a seearch of
an in
ndividual ratther than tw
wo private p
parties.
Notw
withstanding this distin
nction, if a victim
freelyy and volu
untarily shaares comproomising
photoos with anotther person, the argumeent can
be m
made that the sharin
ng of the photos
indicaates a much
h lesser expeectation of p
privacy.
It is akin to sen
nding a thiird party a highly
persoonal and sen
nsitive letteer and askin
ng that
persoon not to sh
hare its conttents with aanyone.
Asidee from a m
moral obligattion not to do so,
theree is no legal basiss precludin
ng the
discloosure. Und
der the Norrth Dakota statue
(see T
Table 1, pp..101), the offfense includ
des lack
of coonsent or the image was creatted or
proviided “under circumstan
nces in whiich the
indivvidual has a reasonab
ble expectattion of
privaacy;” and ““actual emootional distrress or
harm
m” is caussed as a result oof the
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dissemination. Under Texas law (see Table 1,
pp. 103) the violation includes the following
language “the visual material was obtained by
the person or created under circumstances in
which the depicted person had a reasonable
expectation that the visual material would
remain private;” the statute further goes on to
address the consent and privacy issue by the
following text, “(e) It is not a defense to
prosecution under this section that the
depicted person: (1) created or consented to
the creation of the visual material; or (2)
voluntarily transmitted the visual material to
the actor.” [24] Again such circumstances
pointing to privacy expectations may be belied
by the fact that the victim freely provided
such images to a third party despite the
qualifying clause (e) noted above.
Thus, in consideration of the Fourth
Amendment, Lee may consider going to the
local police department for assistance. This
option presents many possibilities and
challenges.
First, while police officers are
trained to help citizens in need, many officers
lack the appropriate training and resources to
investigate and prepare for prosecution, a case
of revenge pornography. Here’s why. First,
police may fail to see the case as criminal or as
a violation of privacy. Often officers see the
victim at fault for taking and sharing photos or
allowing photos to be taken in the first place.
In other words, victims of revenge pornography
have no one but themselves to blame. Second,
even where police are trained to see the act as
a violation of law, they may lack the legal
resources to bring a charge.
Most state
criminal harassment and stalking laws require
proof of a “course of conduct.” In other words,
the state must show a pattern of behavior to
successfully prosecute. In a case where only
one act exists, a victim may not be protected
and an offender may be untouchable.
In
addition, some state statutes require the
existence of threats communicated directly to
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the victim. In the case of Lee, there was no
direct communication of a threatening manner
made to Lee.
Again, a state statute for
harassment or stalking may not provide any
protection to Lee or provide offender
accountability.
If Lee lived in a state with a criminal
statute specifically criminalizing revenge
pornography and a police department trained
to handle a computer crime case- there are still
challenges to consider. First, the existence of a
criminal case will not slow down or stop the
proliferation of the photos on the internet.
Second, a criminal case is a public case,
causing victims to be reluctant to follow
through with charges because of the continued
exploitation of the victim by attempting to
hold the offender accountable. If a victim is
willing to go forward, a criminal charge (unlike
a civil case) has “teeth” which allow the
government (police) to act and the offender
risks a loss of liberty if found guilty of the
crime. However, the state is constrained by
th
the 4
amendment protection against
unreasonable search and seizure.
These
protections seek to limit the ability of the
police to conduct a search and/or a seizure of
computer terminals, hard drives or other items.
While the legal standard may frustrate an
officer, it is imperative that officers be trained
to properly investigate a computer offense in
order to develop probable cause and ultimately
bring a strong case to the court.
Probable cause is a level of evidence
necessary on the part of the police, to support
a valid search warrant. Probable cause is a
“reasonable belief, based on the totality of the
circumstances, that a crime has been
committed and the evidence or instrumentality
of that crime will be found at a specific
location. A neutral and detached judge or
magistrate who issues the search warrant (and
therefore determines whether PC exists) bases
his or her determination on the affidavit of law
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enforcem
ment supporting the search warra
ant
request. Therefore,
T
the affidavit should contain
the
sufficientt credible in
nformation supporting
s
probable cause fin
nding of the
t
judge or
magistratte that the evidence
e
will be found at
a a
particula
ar place or location (thee warrant itself
also requ
uires specifficity as to the eviden
nce
sought an
nd its locatio
on).
This becomes prroblematic if
i the offender
cannot be
b reasonablly be determ
mined. In the
case of Lee,
L
it may be deduced that since the
images were
w
sent to
o the ex th
hen the ima
ages
were possted by the ex, but thiis is likely not
n
Howeverr, if theree was other
enough.
compellin
ng evidence such as em
mails or other
documen
ntation or evidence th
hreatening the
postings or other veeiled threatss of retribution
by the ex,
e there ma
ay be enoug
gh to obtain
n a
warrant. The quesstion then becomes how
h
“committted” would law enforccement be in
devoting time and resources
r
to chasing do
own
an offend
der, especially where there are limited
resourcess to do so.
Offen
nders comm
monly respon
nd to reven
nge
porn charges by show
wing others had
h access to a
computerr or saying they were “hacked”
“
by an
unknown
n source. In
n the end, only
o
a judgee or
jury will decide if the state has provid
ded
enough factual
f
evideence to show
w the offendeer’s
culpabilitty. The deffense only need
n
to show
w a
reasonable doubt – which may requ
uire
educating
g a Judgee and or jury on the
mechaniccs of a com
mputer crim
me like reven
nge
pornogra
aphy.
Finallly, a reven
nge pornog
graphy statute
may be ripe
r
for consstitutional ch
hallenges if not
n
properly drafted. A statute tha
at is overbro
oad
or vagu
ue is likely
y to be challenged as
unconstittutional. To avoid such
h challengess, a
statute sh
hould be verry specific ass to the kind
d of
conduct prohibited while avoiiding langua
age
that requ
uires a seriess of incidentts or “coursee of
conduct” hurdle. Finally,
F
a sta
atute that has
h
teeth willl punish an offender by a minimum
m of
© 2016 ADFSL
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a yeear sentencce (felony) rather th
han a
misdeemeanor sen
ntence of un
nder a year. From
a pu
ublic policy perspectivee, a misdem
meanor
classiification sen
nds the messsage to booth the
policee as well ass the victim
m that the crime is
not aas serious ass a felony an
nd may impact the
amou
unt of time and resourrces devoted
d to a
succeessful prosecu
ution.

Dissem
mination o
of Unlaw
wfully
Ca
aptured I
Images
Somee states restrrict the offen
nse to those images
captu
ured withoutt the consen
nt of the peerson of
whom
m the imagees where tak
ken and where the
persoon has a reassonable expeectation of p
privacy.
Thuss, if the p
photos of tthe person where
volun
ntarily transsmitted to a third party
y there
would
d be no violaation [25].

CO
ONCLU
USION
This paper prov
vides an ex
xample case which
illust rates some key steps w
which can bee taken
when
n a person h
has been thee victim of rrevenge
pornoography, assks some keey legal qu
uestions
aboutt actions which may
y be taken
n, and
proviides a summ
mary of Staate Statutes which
exist (in Table 1, see pp. 93) in the United
Statees as of this date. As is evident, vicctims of
this type of acttion may ffind it difficcult to
eradi cate all occu
urrences of tthis materiall as the
mate rial has a ttendency too proliferate across
sites and each subsequent site will require
separrate action to force rremoval.
W
Whilst,
seemiingly an im
mpossible taask, as the courts,
law eenforcementt, and general public b
become
increaasingly awarre of these ttypes of sitees, it is
likelyy better m
mechanisms in both F
Federal,
Statee, and Locall courts willl be establisshed to
assistt the victim
m in both the removal and
proseecution of th
heir case civilly and crim
minally.
T
The reader
matteer locally
Statee laws to
proteect victims

ue this
is encouragged to pursu
aand make efforts to change
p
provide bettter statutes which
oof this type of activity. As is
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om Table 1,
1 the curreent laws arre
evident fro
often confu
using and not
n reflectiv
ve of moderrn
ideas. Th
he DMCA was
w written in 1996 an
nd
was based on the Tellecommunica
ations Act of
o
1934. Mucch has chang
ged and will change sincce
1996. It iss important that statutes reflect th
he
current neeeds of the viictims.

FU
UTURE
E RESEA
ARCH
The devellopment of “guidance language” to
t
assist States in the deevelopment of
o statutes is
i
a project which
w
should
d be underttaken. Mucch
as Lonardo
o et. al. learrned in theirr efforts with
Private Inv
vestigation Law
L
[26], Sttates seem to
t
base statutes on those
t
in other
o
statees
regardless of the qua
ality of the language or
o
impact.
Thus, it would
w
seem prudent to
t
develop so
ome best pra
actice guida
ance for both
civil and criminal statutes
s
reg
garding thiis
matter.
dition, it would be excitting to see a
In add
developmen
nt of state and local sttatute review
w
for easy reference. The
T
authorss believe thiis
may be a State by Sttate project which woulld
result in lo
ocalized guid
delines which
h would be a
starting po
oint in each
h case. Eacch locale ha
as
various
statutes
relating
to
t
privacy
y,
harassmentt, cyber bulllying, cyberr harassmentt,
and varian
nts of this beehavior whicch need to be
b
documenteed in a single place for use by
b
practitioneers in that lo
ocale.

uring the hiistory
a greatt deal of leggal action du
of the internet bu
ut as these ccases continue to
result in both phy
ysical and fiiduciary harrm to
the vicctims, more developmen
nt is needed
d into
the how
w to identify
y and develoop evidence w
where
many oof the parties are anonymous and or in
urisdictions..
other ju
Likkewise, a reeview of material from
m the
psychoology and crriminology reesearch, whiich is
extensiive, would b
be a project w
which may rresult
in the establishm
ment of baseeline criteria for
these aabhorrent behaviors. T
The develop
pment
of such
h material w
would assistt lawmakerss and
attorneeys in the deevelopment of more effeective
statutees as well as assistin
ng developerrs of
examin
nation toolss in the u
understandin
ng of
when aand where th
his behavior will occur.
Ad ditional com
mplexities deevelop aroun
nd the
copyrigght suggestioon in Lee’s case. Whilee this
may b
be the casee, but therre are certtainly
situatioons where th
he converse may be truee and
the su
ubject does not hold ccopyright too the
images being displayed or at least, the
ownersship is in q
question. In
n these casees, it
may aggain behoov
ve the readeer to refer too the
Section
n 127 casess in the U
United Kinggdom
which d
deal specificcally with trolls but thiss may
be an aarea of copy
yright law w
which will neeed to
be exam
mined more thoroughly in the futuree.

As it is a massiv
ve area of the
t
law, thiis
paper dev
velops man
ny streams for furtheer
investigatio
on. In the case of Lee, the attackeer
was known
n and as such, subject to a forwarrd
attack by the investigators and viictims in thiis
case.
All
A
too offten, trolls and otheer
anonymouss attackers on the internet arre
unknown to
t the victiim. Section
n 127 of th
he
Communiccations act of 2003 in
n the Uniteed
Kingdom is
i a good arrea for exteension of thiis
research in
nto the pro
osecution off anonymou
us
attackers. The tradeo
off between privacy an
nd
libel is a complex
c
mattter which has
h generateed
Page 90
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Table 1
State Statutes Relating to Revenge Pornography

State Statute Text
Number
HB252 introduced 2/17/16 SB342 Introduced 3/10/16 13A-11-8
AL
Bill
(c)(1) HARASSMENT BY DISTRIBUTION OF A PRIVATE
Pending

IMAGE. A person commits the crime of harassment by distribution
of a private image, if with intent to degrade, harass, annoy, or alarm
another person, he or she distributes, posts, emails, texts, or
otherwise transmits a private image without the consent of the
person depicted in the image.

Penalty
Class A
Misdemeanor

"(2) For purposes of this subsection, a private image is a photograph,
digital image, video, film, or digital recording of a person, whether
recognizable or not, engaged in any act of sadomasochistic abuse,
sexual intercourse, sexual excitement, masturbation, breast nudity,
genital nudity, or other sexual conduct. The term includes display of
such private images by means of any photograph, digital image,
video, film, or digital recording that has been manipulated.

AK

11.61.120

AZ

13-1425

"(3) Harassment by distribution of a private image is a Class A
misdemeanor."
(a) A person commits the crime of harassment in the second degree
if, with intent to harass or annoy another person, that person…(6)
except as provided in AS 11.61.116, publishes or distributes electronic
or printed photographs, pictures, or films that show the genitals,
anus, or female breast of the other person or show that person
engaged in a sexual act;(b) Harassment in the second degree is a class
B misdemeanor.
Unlawful distribution of images; state of nudity; classification;
definitions
A. It is unlawful to intentionally disclose, display, distribute, publish,
advertise or offer a photograph, videotape, film or digital recording of
another person in a state of nudity or engaged in specific sexual
activities if the person knows or should have known that the depicted
person has not consented to the disclosure.
B. This section does not apply to any of the following:
1. Lawful and common practices of law enforcement, reporting
unlawful activity, or when permitted or required by law or rule in
legal proceedings.
2. Lawful and common practices of medical treatment.
3. Images involving voluntary exposure in a public or commercial
setting.
4. An interactive computer service, as defined in 47 United States
Code section 230(f)(2), or an information service, as defined in 47
United States Code section 153, with regard to content provided by
another person.
C. A violation of this section is a class 5 felony, except that a
violation of this section is a class 4 felony if the depicted person is
recognizable.

Class B
Misdemeanor

Class 4 or 5
Felony

D. For the purposes of this section, "state of nudity" and "specific
sexual activities" have the same meanings prescribed in section 11811.
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Unlawful distribution of sexual images or recordings. (a) A person
commits the offense of unlawful distribution of sexual images or
recordings if, being eighteen (18) years of age or older, with the
purpose to harass, frighten, intimidate, threaten, or abuse another
person, the actor distributes an image, picture, video, or voice or
audio recording of the other person to a third person by any means if
the image, picture, video, or voice or audio recording: (1) Is of a
sexual nature or depicts the other person in a state of nudity; and
(2) The other person is a family or household member of the actor or
another person with whom the actor is in a current or former dating
relationship.
(b) The fact that an image, picture, video, or voice or audio recording
was created with the knowledge or consent of the other person or
that the image, picture, video, or voice or audio recording is the
property of a person charged under this section is not a defense to
prosecution under this section.
(c) Unlawful distribution of sexual images or recordings is a Class A
misdemeanor.
(d) (1) Upon the pretrial release of a person charged under this
section, the court shall enter an order consistent with Rules 9.3 and
9.4 of the Arkansas Rules of Criminal Procedure and shall give notice
to the person charged under this section of the penalties contained in
Rule 9.5 of the Arkansas Rules of Criminal Procedure.
(2) An order under subdivision (d)(1) of this section remains in
effect during the pendency of any appeal of a conviction under this
section.
Except as provided in subdivision (l), every person who
commits any of the following acts is guilty of disorderly conduct, a
misdemeanor:
(j) (4) (A) Any person who intentionally distributes the image of the
intimate body part or parts of another identifiable person, or an
image of the person depicted engaged in an act of sexual intercourse,
sodomy, oral copulation, sexual penetration, or an image of
masturbation by the person depicted or in which the person depicted
participates, under circumstances in which the persons agree or
understand that the image shall remain private, the person
distributing the image knows or should know that distribution of the
image will cause serious emotional distress, and the person depicted
suffers that distress.
Posting a private image for harassment - definitions
(1) (a) An actor who is eighteen years of age or older commits the
offense of posting a private image for harassment if he or she posts or
distributes through the use of social media or any web site any
photograph, video, or other image displaying the private intimate
parts of an identified or identifiable person eighteen years of age or
older:
(I) With the intent to harass the depicted person and inflict serious
emotional distress upon the depicted person;
(II) (A) Without the depicted person's consent; or
(B) When the actor knew or should have known that the depicted
person had a reasonable expectation that the image would remain
private; and
(III) The conduct results in serious emotional distress of the depicted
person.

Class A
Misdemeanor

Misdemeanor

Class 1
Misdemeanor
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(b) Posting a private image for harassment is a class 1 misdemeanor.
(c) Notwithstanding the provisions of section 18-1.3-501 (1) (a), in
addition to any other sentence the court may impose, the court shall
fine the defendant up to ten thousand dollars. The fines collected
pursuant to this paragraph (c) shall be credited to the crime victim
compensation fund created in section 24-4.1-117, C.R.S.
(2) It shall not be an offense under this section if the photograph,
video, or image is related to a newsworthy event.
(3) Nothing in this section precludes punishment under any section of
law providing for greater punishment.
(4) (a) An individual whose private intimate parts have been posted
in accordance with this section may bring a civil action against the
person who caused the posting of the private images and is entitled
to injunctive relief, the greater of ten thousand dollars or actual
damages incurred as a result of the posting of the private images,
exemplary damages, and reasonable attorney fees and costs.
(b) An individual whose private intimate parts have been posted in
accordance with this section shall retain a protectable right of
authorship regarding the commercial use of the private image.
(5) Nothing in this section shall be construed to impose liability on
the provider of an interactive computer service, as defined in 47
U.S.C. sec. 230 (f) (2), an information service, as defined in 47 U.S.C.
sec. 153, or a telecommunications service, as defined in 47 U.S.C. sec.
153, for content provided by another person.

DE
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(6) For purposes of this section, unless the context otherwise requires:
(a) "Newsworthy event" means a matter of public interest, of public
concern, or related to a public figure who is intimately involved in
the resolution of important public questions or, by reason of his or
her fame, shapes events in areas of concern to society.
(b) "Private intimate parts" means external genitalia or the perineum
or the anus or the pubes of any person or the breast of a female.
(c) "Social media" means any electronic medium, including an
interactive computer service, telephone network, or data network,
that allows users to create, share, and view user- generated content,
including but not limited to videos, still photographs, blogs, video
blogs, podcasts, instant messages, electronic mail, or internet web site
profiles.
HISTORY: Source: L. 2014: Entire section added, (HB 14-1378), ch.
283, p. 1160, § 1, effective July 1.
§ 1335 Violation of privacy; class A misdemeanor; class G felony.
(a) A person is guilty of violation of privacy when, except as
authorized by law, the person:
(9) Knowingly reproduces, distributes, exhibits, publishes, transmits,
or otherwise disseminates a visual depiction of a person who is nude,
or who is engaging in sexual conduct, when the person knows or
should have known that the reproduction, distribution, exhibition,
publication, transmission, or other dissemination was without the
consent of the person depicted and that the visual depiction was
created or provided to the person under circumstances in which the
person depicted has a reasonable expectation of privacy.
Class G Felony
c. For the purposes of this paragraph (a)(9), each of the following
shall be an aggravating factor and shall be alleged in the charging

Class G
Felony
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information or indictment and constitute an element of the offense:
1. The actor knowingly obtains such visual depictions without the
consent of the person depicted.
A. A violation of this paragraph (a)(9)c.1. occurs when a person
commits a theft as provided for in § 841, § 842, § 843, or § 844 of this
title or obtains such visual depictions by committing unauthorized
access to a computer system as provided for in § 932 of this title or
by unauthorized access to electronic mail or an electronic mail service
provider as defined in § 931 of this title.
B. A violation of this paragraph (a)(9)c.1. consistent with § 932 of
this title is subject to the venue provision in § 940 of this title.
2. The actor knowingly reproduces, distributes, exhibits, publishes,
transmits, or otherwise disseminates such visual depictions for profit.
3. The actor knowingly maintains an Internet website, online service,
online application, or mobile application for the purpose of
reproducing, distributing, exhibiting, publishing, transmitting, or
otherwise disseminating such visual depictions.
4. The actor knowingly reproduces, distributes, exhibits, publishes,
transmits, or otherwise disseminates such visual depictions with the
intent to harass, annoy, or alarm the person depicted and such
conduct would cause a reasonable person to suffer significant mental
anguish or distress.
5. The actor pairs such visual depiction with personally identifiable
information of the person depicted.
d. For purposes of this paragraph (a)(9), the fact the actor
committed this offense within 5 years of a prior conviction for a
violation of this paragraph (a)(9) shall be an aggravating factor for
sentencing purposes only and, therefore, this fact is not to be alleged
in the charging information or indictment and does not constitute an
element of the offense.
§ 22-3052. Unlawful disclosure.

Misdemeanor

(a) It shall be unlawful in the District of Columbia for a person to
knowingly disclose one or more sexual images of another identified or
identifiable person when:
(1) The person depicted did not consent to the disclosure of the
sexual image;
(2) There was an agreement or understanding between the person
depicted and the person disclosing that the sexual image would not
be disclosed; and
(3) The person disclosed the sexual image with the intent to harm
the person depicted or to receive financial gain.
(b) A person who violates this section shall be guilty of a
misdemeanor and, upon conviction, shall be fined not more than the
amount set forth in § 22-3571.01, imprisoned for not more than 180
days, or both.
HISTORY: (May 7, 2015, D.C. Law 20-275, § 3, 62 DCR 16.)
Sexual cyber-harassment.—
(1) The Legislature finds that:
(a) A person depicted in a sexually explicit image taken with the
person’s consent has a reasonable expectation that the image will
remain private.
(b) It is becoming a common practice for persons to publish a
sexually explicit image of another to Internet websites without the

Misdemeanor
st
1 Offense,
rd
Felony 3
nd
Degree 2
Offense
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GA

§ 16-11-90

depicted person’s consent, for no legitimate purpose, with the intent
of causing substantial emotional distress to the depicted person.
(c) When such images are published on Internet websites, they are
able to be viewed indefinitely by persons worldwide and are able to
be easily reproduced and shared.
(d) The publication of such images on Internet websites creates a
permanent record of the depicted person’s private nudity or private
sexually explicit conduct.
(e) The existence of such images on Internet websites causes those
depicted in such images significant psychological harm.
(f) Safeguarding the psychological well-being of persons depicted in
such images is compelling.
(2) As used in this section, the term:
(a) “Image” includes, but is not limited to, any photograph, picture,
motion picture, film, video, or representation.
(b) “Personal identification information” has the same meaning as
provided in s. 817.568.
(c) “Sexually cyberharass” means to publish a sexually explicit
image of a person that contains or conveys the personal identification
information of the depicted person to an Internet website without the
depicted person’s consent, for no legitimate purpose, with the intent
of causing substantial emotional distress to the depicted person.
(d) “Sexually explicit image” means any image depicting nudity, as
defined in s. 847.001, or depicting a person engaging in sexual
conduct, as defined in s. 847.001.
(3)(a) Except as provided in paragraph (b), a person who willfully
and maliciously sexually cyber-harasses another person commits a
misdemeanor of the first degree, punishable as provided in s. 775.082
or s. 775.083.
(b) A person who has one prior conviction for sexual cyberharassment and who commits a second or subsequent sexual cyberharassment commits a felony of the third degree, punishable as
provided in s. 775.082, s. 775.083, or s. 775.084.
§ 16-11-90. Prohibition on nude or sexually explicit
electronic transmissions
(a) As used in this Code section, the term:
(1) "Harassment" means engaging in conduct directed at a
depicted person that is intended to cause substantial emotional harm
to the depicted person.
(2) "Nudity" means:
(A) The showing of the human male or female genitals, pubic
area, or buttocks without any covering or with less than a full opaque
covering;
(B) The showing of the female breasts without any covering or
with less than a full opaque covering; or
(C) The depiction of covered male genitals in a discernibly turgid
state.
(3) "Sexually explicit conduct" shall have the same meaning as set
forth in Code Section 16-12-100.
(b) A person violates this Code section if he or she, knowing the
content of a transmission or post, knowingly and without the consent
of the depicted person:
(1) Electronically transmits or posts, in one or more transmissions
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or posts, a photograph or video which depicts nudity or sexually
explicit conduct of an adult when the transmission or post is
harassment or causes financial loss to the depicted person and serves
no legitimate purpose to the depicted person; or
(2) Causes the electronic transmission or posting, in one or more
transmissions or posts, of a photograph or video which depicts nudity
or sexually explicit conduct of an adult when the transmission or post
is harassment or causes financial loss to the depicted person and
serves no legitimate purpose to the depicted person.
(c) Any person who violates this Code section shall be guilty of a
misdemeanor of a high and aggravated nature; provided, however,
that upon a second or subsequent violation of this Code section, he or
she shall be guilty of a felony and, upon conviction thereof, shall be
punished by imprisonment of not less than one nor more than five
years, a fine of not more than $100,000.00, or both.
(d) A person shall be subject to prosecution in this state pursuant to
Code Section 17-2-1 for any conduct made unlawful by this Code
section which the person engages in while:
(1) Either within or outside of this state if, by such conduct, the
person commits a violation of this Code section which involves an
individual who resides in this state; or
(2) Within this state if, by such conduct, the person commits a
violation of this Code section which involves an individual who
resides within or outside this state.
(e) The provisions of subsection (b) of this Code section shall not
apply to:
(1) The activities of law enforcement and prosecution agencies in
the investigation and prosecution of criminal offenses;
(2) Legitimate medical, scientific, or educational activities;
(3) Any person who transmits or posts a photograph or video
depicting only himself or herself engaged in nudity or sexually explicit
conduct;
(4) The transmission or posting of a photograph or video that was
originally made for commercial purposes;
(5) Any person who transmits or posts a photograph or video
depicting a person voluntarily engaged in nudity or sexually explicit
conduct in a public setting; or
(6) A transmission that is made pursuant to or in anticipation of a
civil action.
(f) There shall be a rebuttable presumption that an information
service, system, or access software provider that provides or enables
computer access by multiple users to a computer server, including
specifically a service or system that provides access to the Internet,
for content provided by another person, does not know the content of
an electronic transmission or post.
(g) Any violation of this Code section shall constitute a separate
offense and shall not merge with any other crimes set forth in this
title.
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HISTORY: Code 1981, § 16-11-90, enacted by Ga. L. 2014, p. 220, §
1/HB 838; Ga. L. 2015, p. 5, § 16/HB 90.
§711-1110.9 Violation of privacy in the first degree. (1) A
person commits the offense of violation of privacy in the first degree

Class C
Felony
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if, except in the execution of a public duty or as authorized by law:
b) The person knowingly discloses an image or video of another
identifiable person either in the nude, as defined in section 712-1210,
or engaging in sexual conduct, as defined in section 712-1210, without
the consent of the depicted person, with intent to harm substantially
the depicted person with respect to that person's health, safety,
business, calling, career, financial condition, reputation, or personal
relationships; provided that: i) This paragraph shall not apply to
images or videos of the depicted person made:
(A) When the person was voluntarily nude in public or
voluntarily engaging in sexual conduct in public; or
(B) Pursuant to a voluntary commercial transaction; and
(ii) Nothing in this paragraph shall be construed to impose
liability on a provider of "electronic communication service" or
"remote computing service" as those terms are defined in section 80341, for an image or video disclosed through the electronic
communication service or remote computing service by another
person.
(2) Violation of privacy in the first degree is a class C felony. In
addition to any penalties the court may impose, the court may order
the destruction of any recording made in violation of this section. [L
1999, c 278, §1; am L 2003, c 48, §3; am L 2004, c 83, §2; am L 2014,
c 116, §1]
§711-1111 Violation of privacy in the second degree. (1) A
person commits the offense of violation of privacy in the second
degree if, except in the execution of a public duty or as authorized by
law, the person intentionally:(i) Knowingly possesses materials
created under circumstances prohibited in section 711-1110.9. "Public
place" means an area generally open to the public, regardless of
whether it is privately owned, and includes but is not limited to
streets, sidewalks, bridges, alleys, plazas, parks, driveways, parking
lots, buses, tunnels, buildings, stores, and restaurants.
(4) Violation of privacy in the second degree is a misdemeanor.
In addition to any penalties the court may impose, the court may
order the destruction of any recording made in violation of this
section. [L 1972, c 9, pt of §1; gen ch 1993; am L 1999, c 278, §2; am
L 2003, c 48, §4; am L 2004, c 83, §3; am L 2006, c 230, §48; am L
2012, c 59, §1]
Crime of video (b) “Disseminate" means to make available by any
means to any person. (g) "Publish" means to:
(i) Disseminate with the intent that such image or images be made
available by any means to any person; or
(ii) Disseminate with the intent that such images be sold by another
person; or
(iii) Post, present, display, exhibit, circulate, advertise or allow access
by any means so as to make an image or images available to the
public; or
(iv) Disseminate with the intent that an image or images be posted,
presented, displayed, exhibited, circulated, advertised or made
accessible by any means and to make such image or images available
to the public. 2) A person is guilty of video voyeurism when: b) He
either intentionally or with reckless disregard disseminates, publishes
or sells or conspires to disseminate, publish or sell any image or
images of the intimate areas of another person or persons without the
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consent of such other person or persons and he knows or reasonably
should have known that one (1) or both parties agreed or understood
that the images should remain private.
(3) A violation of this section is a felony.
Non-consensual dissemination of private sexual images.(b) A
person commits non-consensual dissemination of private sexual
images when he or she:
(1) intentionally disseminates an image of another person
(A) who is at least 18 years of age; and
(B) who is identifiable from the image itself or information
displayed in connection with the image; and
(C) who is engaged in a sexual act or whose intimate parts
are exposed, in whole or in part; and
(2) obtains the image under circumstances in which a
reasonable person would know or understand that the image was to
remain private; and
(3) knows or should have known that the person in the image
has not consented to the dissemination.
e) A person convicted under this Section is subject to the forfeiture
provisions in Article 124B of the Code of Criminal Procedure of 1963.
(f) Sentence. Non-consensual dissemination of private sexual
images is a

Class 4
Felony

Nonconsensual disclosure of a private image
A. A person
commits the offense of nonconsensual disclosure of a private image
when all of the following occur:
(1) The person intentionally discloses an image of another
person who is seventeen years of age or older, who is identifiable from
the image or information displayed in connection with the image, and
whose intimate parts are exposed in whole or in part.
(2) The person who discloses the image obtained it under
circumstances in which a reasonable person would know or
understand that the image was to remain private.
(3) The person who discloses the image knew or should have
known that the person in the image did not consent to the disclosure
of the image.
(4) The person who discloses the image has the intent to
harass or cause emotional distress to the person in the image, and the
person who commits the offense knew or should have known that the
disclosure could harass or cause emotional distress to the person in
the image.
(2) "Disclosure" means to, electronically or otherwise, transfer, give,
provide, distribute, mail, deliver, circulate, publish on the internet, or
disseminate by any means.
E. Whoever commits the offense of nonconsensual disclosure of a
private image shall be fined not more than ten thousand dollars,
imprisoned with or without hard labor for not more than two years,
or both.
Unauthorized dissemination of certain private images. A
person is guilty of unauthorized dissemination of certain private
images if the person, with the intent to harass, torment or threaten
the depicted person or another person, knowingly disseminates,
displays or publishes a photograph, videotape, film or digital
recording of another person in a state of nudity or engaged in a

Felony

Class D
Crime
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sexual act or engaged in sexual contact in a manner in which there is
no public or newsworthy purpose when the person knows or should
have known that the depicted person:
A. Is 18 years of age or older; [2015, c. 339, §1 (NEW).]
B. Is identifiable from the image itself or information displayed in
connection with the image; and [2015, c. 339, §1 (NEW).]
C. Has not consented to the dissemination, display or publication of
the private image. [2015, c. 339, §1 (NEW).]
[ 2015, c. 339, §1 (NEW) .] 4. Unauthorized dissemination of certain
private images is a Class D crime.
Revenge porn.
(a) Definitions. -(1) In this section the following words have the meanings indicated.
(2) "Intimate parts" means the naked genitals, pubic area,
buttocks, or female nipple.
(3) "Sexual contact" means sexual intercourse, including genitalgenital, oral-genital, anal-genital, or oral-anal, whether between
persons of the same or opposite sex.
(b) Exceptions. -(1) This section does not apply to:
(i) lawful and common practices of law enforcement, the
reporting of unlawful conduct, or legal proceedings; or
(ii) situations involving voluntary exposure in public or
commercial settings.
(2) An interactive computer service, as defined in 47 U.S.C. §
230(f)(2), is not liable under this section for content provided by
another person.
(c) In general. -- A person may not intentionally cause serious
emotional distress to another by intentionally placing on the Internet
a photograph, film, videotape, recording, or any other reproduction of
the image of the other person that reveals the identity of the other
person with his or her intimate parts exposed or while engaged in an
act of sexual contact:
(1) knowing that the other person did not consent to the placement
of the image on the Internet; and
(2) under circumstances in which the other person had a reasonable
expectation that the image would be kept private.
(d) Penalties. -- A person who violates this section is guilty of a
misdemeanor and on conviction is subject to imprisonment not
exceeding 2 years or a fine not exceeding $ 5,000 or both.
http://www.ncleg.net/Sessions/2015/Bills/House/PDF/H792v6.pdf

A person commits the offense of distribution of intimate images if the
person knowingly or intentionally distributes to any third party any
intimate image of an individual eighteen years of age or older, if:
a. The person knows that the depicted individual has not given
consent to the
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person to distribute the intimate image;
b. The intimate image was created by or provided to
the person under circumstances in which the individual has a
reasonable expectation of privacy;
and
c. Actual emotional distress or harm is caused to the individual as a
result of the
distribution under this section.
Capturing image of private area of another person; distributing,
disclosing, displaying, transmitting or publishing image of private
area of another person; penalties; exceptions; confidentiality of image.
1. Except as otherwise provided in subsection 4, a person shall
not knowingly and intentionally capture an image of the private area
of another person:
(a) Without the consent of the other person; and
(b) Under circumstances in which the other person has a
reasonable expectation of privacy.
2. Except as otherwise provided in subsection 4, a person shall
not distribute, disclose, display, transmit or publish an image that
the person knows or has reason to know was made in violation of
subsection 1.

Senate Bill SB 465.
A person commits nonconsensual dissemination of private sexual
images when he or she:
(a) Purposely, and with the intent to harass, intimidate, threaten, or
coerce the depicted person, disseminates an image of such person:
(1) Who is identifiable from the image itself or information displayed
in connection with the image; and
(2) Who is engaged in a sexual act or whose intimate parts are
exposed, in whole or in part; and
(b) Obtains the image under circumstances in which a reasonable
person would know or understand that the person in the image
intended that the image was to remain private; and
(c) Knows or should have known that the person in the image has
not consented to the dissemination.
Invasion of privacy, degree of crime; defenses, privileges
c.An actor commits a crime of the third degree if, knowing that he is
not licensed or privileged to do so, he discloses any photograph, film,
videotape, recording or any other reproduction of the image of
another person whose intimate parts are exposed or who is engaged in
an act of sexual penetration or sexual contact, unless that person has
consented to such disclosure. For purposes of this subsection,
"disclose" means sell, manufacture, give, provide, lend, trade, mail,
deliver, transfer, publish, distribute, circulate, disseminate, present,
exhibit, advertise or offer. Notwithstanding the provisions of
subsection b. of N.J.S.2C:43-3, a fine not to exceed $30,000 may be
imposed for a violation of this subsection.
Unauthorized distribution of sensitive images; penalties.
A. Unauthorized distribution of sensitive images consists of
distributing, publishing or otherwise making available, by an
electronic communications device or other means, sensitive images of
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a person, with or without information identifying that person,
without that person's consent:
(1) with the intent to:
(a) harass, humiliate or intimidate that person;
(b) incite another to harass, humiliate or intimidate that person;
(c) cause that person to reasonably fear for that person's own or
family members' safety;
(d) cause that person to suffer unwanted physical contact or injury;
or
(e) cause that person to suffer substantial emotional distress; and
(2) where the conduct is such that it would cause a reasonable
person to suffer substantial emotional distress.
Unlawful dissemination of an intimate image. (1) A person commits
the crime of unlawful dissemination of an intimate image if:
(a) The person, with the intent to harass, humiliate or injure
another person, knowingly causes to be disclosed through an Internet
website an identifiable image of the other person whose intimate
parts are visible or who is engaged in sexual conduct;
(b) The person knows or reasonably should have known that the
other person does not consent to the disclosure;
(c) The other person is harassed, humiliated or injured by the
disclosure; and
(d) A reasonable person would be harassed, humiliated or injured
by the disclosure.

PA

TX

§ 3131

Unlawful dissemination of intimate image.

5-21-16

(a) Offense defined.--Except as provided in sections 5903 (relating to
obscene and other sexual materials and performances), 6312 (relating
to sexual abuse of children) and 6321 (relating to transmission of
sexually explicit images by minor), a person commits the offense of
unlawful dissemination of intimate image if, with intent to harass,
annoy or alarm a current or former sexual or intimate partner, the
person disseminates a visual depiction of the current or former sexual
or intimate partner in a state of nudity or engaged in sexual conduct.
(b) A person commits an offense if:
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(1) without the effective consent of the depicted person, the person
intentionally discloses visual material depicting another person with
the person's intimate parts exposed or engaged in sexual conduct;
(2) the visual material was obtained by the person or created under
circumstances in which the depicted person had a reasonable
expectation that the visual material would remain private;
(3) the disclosure of the visual material causes harm to the depicted
person; and
(4) the disclosure of the visual material reveals the identity of the
depicted person in any manner, including through:
(A) any accompanying or subsequent information or material related
to the visual material; or
(B) information or material provided by a third party in response to
the disclosure of the visual material.
(c) A person commits an offense if the person intentionally threatens
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to disclose, without the consent of the depicted person, visual
material depicting another person with the person's intimate parts
exposed or engaged in sexual conduct and the actor makes the threat
to obtain a benefit:
(1) in return for not making the disclosure; or
(2) in connection with the threatened disclosure.
(d) A person commits an offense if, knowing the character and
content of the visual material, the person promotes visual material
described by Subsection (b) on an Internet website or other forum for
publication that is owned or operated by the person.
(e) It is not a defense to prosecution under this section that the
depicted person:
(1) created or consented to the creation of the visual material; or
(2) voluntarily transmitted the visual material to the actor.
Distribution of an intimate image
2) An actor commits the offense of distribution of intimate images if
the actor, with the intent to cause emotional distress or harm,
knowingly or intentionally distributes to any third party any intimate
image of an individual who is 18 years of age or older, if:
(a) the actor knows that the depicted individual has not given
consent to the actor to distribute the intimate image;
(b) the intimate image was created by or provided to the actor under
circumstances in which the individual has a reasonable expectation of
privacy; and
(c) actual emotional distress or harm is caused to the person as a
result of the distribution under this section.
Unlawful dissemination or sale of images of another; penalty.
A. Any person who, with the intent to coerce, harass, or intimidate,
maliciously disseminates or sells any videographic or still image
created by any means whatsoever that depicts another person who is
totally nude, or in a state of undress so as to expose the genitals,
pubic area, buttocks, or female breast, where such person knows or
has reason to know that he is not licensed or authorized to
disseminate or sell such videographic or still image is guilty of a Class
1 misdemeanor.
Disclosure of sexually explicit images without consent
(b)(1) A person violates this section if he or she knowingly discloses a
visual image of an identifiable person who is nude or who is engaged
in sexual conduct, without his or her consent, with the intent to
harm, harass, intimidate, threaten, or coerce the person depicted, and
the disclosure would cause a reasonable person to suffer harm. A
person may be identifiable from the image itself or information
offered in connection with the image. Consent to recording of the
visual image does not, by itself, constitute consent for disclosure of
the image. A person who violates this subdivision (1) shall be
imprisoned not more than two years or fined not more than
$2,000.00, or both.
Disclosing Intimate Images
(1) A person commits the crime of disclosing intimate images when
the person knowingly discloses an intimate image of another person
and the person disclosing the image:
(a) Obtained it under circumstances in which a reasonable person
would know or understand that the image was to remain private;

Class A
misdemeanor
1st offense
3rd Degree
Felony 2nd
Offense

Class 1
Misdemeanor

Prison and/or
Fine

Gross
Misdemeanor
1st Offense
Class C
Felony 2nd
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(b) Knows or should have known that the depicted person has not
consented to the disclosure; and
(c) Knows or reasonably should know that disclosure would cause
harm to the depicted person.
(2) A person who is under the age of eighteen is not guilty of the
crime of disclosing intimate images unless the person:
(a) Intentionally and maliciously disclosed an intimate image of
another person;
(b) Obtained it under circumstances in which a reasonable person
would know or understand that the image was to remain private; and
(c) Knows or should have known that the depicted person has not
consented to the disclosure.

WI

942.09
(3m)(a)
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Whoever does any of the following is guilty of a Class A
misdemeanor:
1. Posts, publishes, or causes to be posted or published, a
private representation if the actor knows that the person
depicted does not consent to the posting or publication of the
private representation.
2. Posts, publishes, or causes to be posted or published, a
depiction of a person that he or she knows is a private
representation, without the consent of the person depicted.

Class A
Misdemeanor
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